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Reading free Time for andrew a
ghost story mary downing hahn .pdf
eleven year old brendan doyle doesn t get along with his foster mother he s
failing fifth grade and he s bullied mercilessly by a band of boys in his class then
brendan meets two potential friends an eccentric old man and a girl from summer
school and he sees that there may be hope for him after all in a small southern
town in 1944 two girls secretly help a seriously ill army deserter a decision that
changes their perceptions of right and wrong issues of moral ambiguity and
accepting consequences for actions are thoughtfully considered in this deftly
crafted story a witch called old auntie is lurking near dan s family s new home he
doesn t believe in her at first but is forced to accept that she is real and take
action when his little sister erica is took to become auntie s slave for the next fifty
years eight year old anna enjoys one exciting experience after another in this
charming story set in baltimore just before world war i she gets a new winter coat
that s even better than rosa s rollerskates down the steepest hill in the
neighborhood and rides the trolley all by herself and she delights in the changes
occurring in the world around her as motorcars and electric lights appear for the
first time on her street based on the childhood experiences of the author s
mother these heartwarming episodes touch on timeless themes of family friends
and the wonders of growing up the ultimate gift for young readers who love thrills
chills and spooky stories here are three haunting tales from award winning
master of middle grade horror mary downing hahn together in one ghostly
collection are you ready for a hauntingly good read there are scares aplenty in
this enticing collection of three of mary downing hahn s most popular books took
the girl in the locked room and the ghost of crutchfield hall daniel s little sister
disappears in a forest haunted by witches and beasts jules is sure that someone
or something lurks in the upstairs of her new house vengeful spirit sophia stalks
the shadows of a gloomy manor and dreams of the girl inside three of award
winning author mary downing hahn s spookiest tales come together in this
gathering of ghosts guaranteed to give you goosebumps a white boy helps a
black child escape slavery in the midst of the civil war anna is thrilled when she
receives an invitation to leave hot sticky baltimore and visit her aunt and uncle
on their farm where she ll be able to go barefoot swim in the pond and drink fresh
squeezed lemonade but when she arrives she s greeted by an unpleasant
surprise her uncle s nephew theodore who delights in teasing her mercilessly
about her city ways anna refuses to let theodore get the best of her though and
in a series of suspenseful adventures and hilarious mishaps she proves that she
isn t just a city slicker after all in this lively sequel to anna all year round award
winning author mary downing hahn again draws on her own mother s childhood
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experiences just before world war i the result is a gathering of humorous
heartwarming episodes filled with both the delights and difficulties that have
always accompanied the journey of growing up young mollie traverses eerie
perilous lands to retrieve her baby brother thomas from the kinde folke malicious
sprites who snatched him and left a hideous changeling in his place against the
ominous backdrop of the influenza epidemic of 1918 annie a new girl at school is
claimed as best friend by elsie a classmate who is a tattletale a liar and a thief
soon annie makes other friends and finds herself joining them in teasing and
tormenting elsie elsie dies from influenza but then she returns to reclaim annie s
friendship and punish all the girls who bullied her young readers who revel in
spooky stories will relish this chilling tale of a girl haunted by a vengeful ghost
narrated from several different perspectives tells the story of the 1956 murder of
two teenaged girls in suburban baltimore maryland when he goes to spend the
summer with his great aunt in the family s old house eleven year old drew is
drawn eighty years into the past to trade places with his great great uncle who is
dying of diptheria mysterious disappearances ghost appearances from the
supernatural to the downright scary these three spooky stories from award
winning author mary downing hahn are sure to send shivers down readers spines
mysterious photographs ghostly old houses and all things supernatural await
readers in these three frightful tales just before summer begins 13 year old ali
finds an odd photograph in the attic she knows the two children in it are her
mother claire and her aunt dulcie but who s the third person the one who s been
torn out of the picture ali figures she ll find out while she s vacationing in maine
with dulcie and her four year old daughter emma in the house where ali s mother
s family used to spend summers all hopes for relaxation are quashed shortly after
their arrival though when the girls meet sissy a kid who s mean and spiteful and a
bad influence on emma strangest of all sissy keeps talking about a girl named
teresa who drowned under mysterious circumstances back when claire and dulcie
were kids and whose body was never found at first ali thinks sissy s just trying to
scare her with a ghost story but soon she discovers the real reason why sissy is
so angry mary downing hahn is at her chilling best in this new supernatural tale
that s certain to send shivers down her readers spines december stillness a
contemporary thriller by the bestselling author of the old willis place two 13 year
old boys arthur and logan set out to solve the mystery of a murder that took
place some years ago in the old house logan s family has just moved into the
boys quest takes them to the highest and lowest levels of society in their small
maryland town and eventually to a derelict amusement park that is supposedly
closed for the season twelve year old molly and her ten year old brother michael
have never liked their seven year old stepsister heather ever since their parents
got married she s made molly and michael s life miserable now their parents
have moved them all to the country to live in a house that used to be a church
with a cemetery in the backyard if that s not bad enough heather starts talking to
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a ghost named helen and warning molly and michael that helen is coming for
them molly feels certain heather is in some kind of danger but every time she
tries to help heather twists things around to get her into trouble it seems as if
things can t get any worse but they do when helen comes in 1945 gordy s
grandmother takes him and his family into her north carolina home after his
abusive father is arrested and he just begins to respond to his grandmother s
loving discipline when his father returns いえぬ傷を抱え夜の墓地に通う少女と 恐怖しながらも彼女を気づかう義姉
2人を待っていたのは 米ロングセラー感動の幽霊譚 a ripsnorting western with plenty of twists and turns
and a cameo appearance by doc holliday it s a real cowgirl triumph kirkus reviews
in 1887 twelve year old eliza yates disguised as a boy sets out with her faithful
dog caesar to search for her missing father along the way she falls in with
gentleman outlaw calvin featherbone together they make their way to tinville
colorado where coincidentally calvin s father was killed by a certain sheriff yates
calvin plans to avenge the murder but he gets himself and eliza in so much
trouble with his amateurish schemes that the pair arrives in town ready to be
hanged as horse thieves hahn s writing crackles like gunshot in the ol west and
eliza and calvin make a lovable team the plotting is tight and fast paced and
hahn does a fine job of recreating the atmosphere of the days of cowboys and
miners booklist hahn has obviously done her research and succeeds in bringing
the ambiance of the old west to her novel the result is a fast funny and
entertaining adventure that s just the thing for fans of dr quinn medicine woman
school library journal an amusing comedy of errors that derives much of its
humor from calvin s speech and manners and eliza s wry asides alluding to her
true identity as a girl kirkus reviews gordy couldn t be more unhappy about
moving back to his hometown of college hill where everybody knows his family s
troubled history in north carolina gordy s life had finally seemed to be on the right
track but in college hill gordy and his sister june move into a cramped apartment
with their brother stu and his new family the principal at gordy s school
immediately has it in for him his old pals encourage him to cause trouble and his
one time nemesis elizabeth hates him more than ever it seems to gordy as
though the whole world is against him will he slip back into his old trouble making
ways for good or will he be able to keep growing into the successful person he
was striving to become when sixteen year old cynda goes to stay with her father
and his second wife susan at their remote bed and breakfast inn in maine
everything starts off well despite legends about ghosts and a murder at the inn
but cynda feels like a visitor in dad s new life an outsider then intense handsome
stranger vincent morthanos arrives at the inn and seems to return cynda s
interest at first she is blind to the subtle insistent signs that vincent is not what
he seems that he is in fact a vampire can cynda free herself and her family from
vincent s power before it s too late full bodied characterizations and page turning
suspense ensure that this eerie riveting novel will appeal to middle school fans of
mystery and horror florence looks forward to a new life with her great uncle and
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aunt at an old manor house but florence doesn t expect the ghost of her cousin
sophia who concocts a plan to use florence to help her achieve her murderous
goals after ashley and kristi find an antique doll buried in old miss cooper s
garden they discover that they can enter a ghostly turn of the nineteenth century
world by going through a hole in the hedge from master of middle grade horror
mary downing hahn a new thriller about bravery unexpected friendship and
sinister cats that will captivate readers with its chilling mix of mystery and magic
zoey loves spending the summer with her aunt alice and her aunt s new house is
the perfect place to cozy up with a good book but she s unnerved by the
overgrown forest next door which is creepy even in the daytime and full of eerie
sounds at night worse there are rumors in town of a dark force in those woods
and zoey can t deny that the wild black cats who live there seem to be watching
her when she encounters a mean old woman who claims to be their owner zoey
realizes there s more to the cats than meets the eye but little does she know that
the closer she comes to discovering their secret the more danger she s in at the
same time that matt and parker find the body of the dead man in the creek they
recognize george evans the owner of the antique shop where parker s mother
works on a cold snowy night haswell magruder makes a decision that will have a
profound effect on his own life as well as the lives of all those he loves a wounded
confederate soldier appears at the family s virginia farm and haswell convinces
his mother and sister to take the man in despite the certain repercussions if the
enemy yankees were to catch them in such a traitorous act unfortunately this is
precisely what happens setting off a horrific chain of events that leaves haswell s
mother dead and the farmhouse burned to the ground after leading his younger
sister to safety with relatives haswell sets out on his journey in search of his older
brother a confederate soldier his quest is also a passage into manhood as he
experiences the last bloody days of the civil war skillful storytelling well
developed characters and a fast paced plot distinguish this compelling family
story by an award winning author from ghost story master mary downing hahn an
assortment of eerie short stories to thrill and chill young readers when travis and
his sister corey learn that their grandmother s quiet vermont inn has a history of
ghost sightings they decide to do a little haunting of their own before long their
supernatural pranks are drawing tourists to the inn but travis and corey soon find
out that there are other ghosts at fox hill inn and their tricks have awakened
something dangerous and threatening it s up to these pranksters to figure out
how to lay to rest the ghosts they ve stirred a fresh take on haunted houses mary
downing hahn s entertaining spooky story pokes gentle fun at charlatan ghost
hunters while suggesting that ghosts are not to be trifled with a chilling murder
mystery lies at the heart of this page turning thriller about a missing teacher
small town secrets and turbulent tween friendships from master of middle grade
horror mary downing hahn when best friends abbi and skylar witness a
clandestine meeting between a mysterious woman and someone in a dark van
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they re thrilled finally a mystery to spice up the summer who could these people
be why are they meeting are they spies criminals the two girls are determined to
find out but then a local woman goes missing and is found dead in the woods and
abbi and skylar realize that their detective work could hold the keys to solving
her murder suddenly sleuthing isn t so fun anymore as tensions rise and their
friendship frays the girls find themselves in increasing danger and must choose
between keeping a secret or exposing a life altering truth a bewitched doll a
vengeful spirit and a haunted mansion populate three haunting tales from award
winning author mary downing hahn spine chilling and spooky these stories of the
supernatural will thrill readers who love to be scared just enough set during the
flu epidemic of 1918 one for sorrow introduces annie a new girl at school who is
immediately claimed as best friend by elsie a tattletale a liar and a thief soon
annie makes other friends and finds herself joining them in teasing and
tormenting elsie elsie dies from influenza but then she returns to reclaim annie s
friendship and punish all the girls who bullied her in took a witch called old auntie
is lurking near dan s family s new home he doesn t believe in her at first but is
forced to accept that she is real and take action when his little sister erica is took
to become auntie s slave for the next fifty years the old willis place follows diana
and her little brother georgie who have been living in the woods behind the old
willis place a decaying victorian mansion for what already seems like forever they
aren t allowed to leave the property or show themselves to anyone but when a
new caretaker comes to live there with his young daughter lissa diana is tempted
to break the mysterious rules they live by and reveal herself so she can finally
have a friend somehow diana must get lissa s help if she and georgie ever hope
to release themselves from the secret that has bound them to the old willis place
for so long when best friends abbi and skylar witness a clandestine meeting
between a mysterious woman and someone in a dark van they re thrilled finally a
mystery to spice up the summer who could these people be the two girls are
determined to find out bu as author jessica and artist daphne collaborate on a
picture book for a seventh grade english class contest jessica becomes aware of
conditions in daphne s home life that seem to threaten her health and safety
forced to accompany their parents on their honeymoon in spain new stepsisters
amy and felix find the animosity between them escalating especially when felix s
boasting about family wealth to grace the mysterious world traveler results in the
kidnapping of the girls and their younger brother although they share a love of
poetry and problems with their parents a shy high school senior s attraction to a
popular classmate is tempered by her fear of his moody self destructive side out
of sight out of mind that s what tallahassee higgins s mother liz always says
about her ex boyfriends but now that tallahassee has been sent to live with her
aunt and uncle in maryland so liz can start a movie career in california the words
are taking on new meaning aunt thelma says that liz is gone for good but talley is
sure her mother will come for her so who cares if mean aunt thelma hates her if
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she s failing sixth grade or if the kids at school think she s a liar it s not like she s
staying in maryland forever unless aunt thelma is right and liz isn t coming back
the acclaimed and award winning author of hear the wind blow pens a chilling
ghost story in the tradition of her most successful spine tingling novels the
intriguing characters frightening secrets and plot twists make this one of hahns
spookiest ghost stories questions sensitive and idealistic fifteen year old kelly
mcallisterfeels at odds with everyone around her her best friendhas suddenly
turned boy crazy her talented mothercreates greeting card designs instead of
real art andher father never talks to her about anything exceptworking hard and
getting ahead that s why kelly becomes so involved in the plight of ahomeless
vietnam vet who takes refuge in the libraryeach day interviewing him began as a
social studiesproject but it takes on new meaning after her offers offood and
friendship backfire into a real disaster what had the war done to destroy this man
and whathad it done to her own father who had been to thesame war and refuses
to speak of it
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Where I Belong
2014

eleven year old brendan doyle doesn t get along with his foster mother he s
failing fifth grade and he s bullied mercilessly by a band of boys in his class then
brendan meets two potential friends an eccentric old man and a girl from summer
school and he sees that there may be hope for him after all

Stepping on the Cracks
2009

in a small southern town in 1944 two girls secretly help a seriously ill army
deserter a decision that changes their perceptions of right and wrong issues of
moral ambiguity and accepting consequences for actions are thoughtfully
considered in this deftly crafted story

Took
2015

a witch called old auntie is lurking near dan s family s new home he doesn t
believe in her at first but is forced to accept that she is real and take action when
his little sister erica is took to become auntie s slave for the next fifty years

Anna All Year Round
1999-03-29

eight year old anna enjoys one exciting experience after another in this charming
story set in baltimore just before world war i she gets a new winter coat that s
even better than rosa s rollerskates down the steepest hill in the neighborhood
and rides the trolley all by herself and she delights in the changes occurring in
the world around her as motorcars and electric lights appear for the first time on
her street based on the childhood experiences of the author s mother these
heartwarming episodes touch on timeless themes of family friends and the
wonders of growing up
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A Mary Downing Hahn Ghostly Collection: 3
Books In 1
2021-07

the ultimate gift for young readers who love thrills chills and spooky stories here
are three haunting tales from award winning master of middle grade horror mary
downing hahn together in one ghostly collection are you ready for a hauntingly
good read there are scares aplenty in this enticing collection of three of mary
downing hahn s most popular books took the girl in the locked room and the
ghost of crutchfield hall daniel s little sister disappears in a forest haunted by
witches and beasts jules is sure that someone or something lurks in the upstairs
of her new house vengeful spirit sophia stalks the shadows of a gloomy manor
and dreams of the girl inside three of award winning author mary downing hahn s
spookiest tales come together in this gathering of ghosts guaranteed to give you
goosebumps

Promises to the Dead
2009

a white boy helps a black child escape slavery in the midst of the civil war

Daphne's Book
1983

anna is thrilled when she receives an invitation to leave hot sticky baltimore and
visit her aunt and uncle on their farm where she ll be able to go barefoot swim in
the pond and drink fresh squeezed lemonade but when she arrives she s greeted
by an unpleasant surprise her uncle s nephew theodore who delights in teasing
her mercilessly about her city ways anna refuses to let theodore get the best of
her though and in a series of suspenseful adventures and hilarious mishaps she
proves that she isn t just a city slicker after all in this lively sequel to anna all
year round award winning author mary downing hahn again draws on her own
mother s childhood experiences just before world war i the result is a gathering of
humorous heartwarming episodes filled with both the delights and difficulties that
have always accompanied the journey of growing up
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Anna On The Farm
2001-03-19

young mollie traverses eerie perilous lands to retrieve her baby brother thomas
from the kinde folke malicious sprites who snatched him and left a hideous
changeling in his place

Guest
2019

against the ominous backdrop of the influenza epidemic of 1918 annie a new girl
at school is claimed as best friend by elsie a classmate who is a tattletale a liar
and a thief soon annie makes other friends and finds herself joining them in
teasing and tormenting elsie elsie dies from influenza but then she returns to
reclaim annie s friendship and punish all the girls who bullied her young readers
who revel in spooky stories will relish this chilling tale of a girl haunted by a
vengeful ghost

One For Sorrow
2017-07-18

narrated from several different perspectives tells the story of the 1956 murder of
two teenaged girls in suburban baltimore maryland

Mister Death's Blue-Eyed Girls
2012

when he goes to spend the summer with his great aunt in the family s old house
eleven year old drew is drawn eighty years into the past to trade places with his
great great uncle who is dying of diptheria

Time for Andrew
2007

mysterious disappearances ghost appearances from the supernatural to the
downright scary these three spooky stories from award winning author mary
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downing hahn are sure to send shivers down readers spines mysterious
photographs ghostly old houses and all things supernatural await readers in these
three frightful tales

A Haunting Collection by Mary Downing Hahn
2011-10-20

just before summer begins 13 year old ali finds an odd photograph in the attic
she knows the two children in it are her mother claire and her aunt dulcie but
who s the third person the one who s been torn out of the picture ali figures she ll
find out while she s vacationing in maine with dulcie and her four year old
daughter emma in the house where ali s mother s family used to spend summers
all hopes for relaxation are quashed shortly after their arrival though when the
girls meet sissy a kid who s mean and spiteful and a bad influence on emma
strangest of all sissy keeps talking about a girl named teresa who drowned under
mysterious circumstances back when claire and dulcie were kids and whose body
was never found at first ali thinks sissy s just trying to scare her with a ghost
story but soon she discovers the real reason why sissy is so angry mary downing
hahn is at her chilling best in this new supernatural tale that s certain to send
shivers down her readers spines

Deep And Dark And Dangerous
2008-08-04

december stillness

December Stillness
2002-02-04

a contemporary thriller by the bestselling author of the old willis place two 13
year old boys arthur and logan set out to solve the mystery of a murder that took
place some years ago in the old house logan s family has just moved into the
boys quest takes them to the highest and lowest levels of society in their small
maryland town and eventually to a derelict amusement park that is supposedly
closed for the season
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Closed For The Season
2010-09-06

twelve year old molly and her ten year old brother michael have never liked their
seven year old stepsister heather ever since their parents got married she s
made molly and michael s life miserable now their parents have moved them all
to the country to live in a house that used to be a church with a cemetery in the
backyard if that s not bad enough heather starts talking to a ghost named helen
and warning molly and michael that helen is coming for them molly feels certain
heather is in some kind of danger but every time she tries to help heather twists
things around to get her into trouble it seems as if things can t get any worse but
they do when helen comes

Wait Till Helen Comes
2008-04-21

in 1945 gordy s grandmother takes him and his family into her north carolina
home after his abusive father is arrested and he just begins to respond to his
grandmother s loving discipline when his father returns

Following My Own Footsteps
1996

いえぬ傷を抱え夜の墓地に通う少女と 恐怖しながらも彼女を気づかう義姉 2人を待っていたのは 米ロングセラー感動の幽霊譚

いまにヘレンがくる
2023-10-31

a ripsnorting western with plenty of twists and turns and a cameo appearance by
doc holliday it s a real cowgirl triumph kirkus reviews in 1887 twelve year old
eliza yates disguised as a boy sets out with her faithful dog caesar to search for
her missing father along the way she falls in with gentleman outlaw calvin
featherbone together they make their way to tinville colorado where
coincidentally calvin s father was killed by a certain sheriff yates calvin plans to
avenge the murder but he gets himself and eliza in so much trouble with his
amateurish schemes that the pair arrives in town ready to be hanged as horse
thieves hahn s writing crackles like gunshot in the ol west and eliza and calvin
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make a lovable team the plotting is tight and fast paced and hahn does a fine job
of recreating the atmosphere of the days of cowboys and miners booklist hahn
has obviously done her research and succeeds in bringing the ambiance of the
old west to her novel the result is a fast funny and entertaining adventure that s
just the thing for fans of dr quinn medicine woman school library journal an
amusing comedy of errors that derives much of its humor from calvin s speech
and manners and eliza s wry asides alluding to her true identity as a girl kirkus
reviews

The Gentleman Outlaw and Me
2007-12-17

gordy couldn t be more unhappy about moving back to his hometown of college
hill where everybody knows his family s troubled history in north carolina gordy s
life had finally seemed to be on the right track but in college hill gordy and his
sister june move into a cramped apartment with their brother stu and his new
family the principal at gordy s school immediately has it in for him his old pals
encourage him to cause trouble and his one time nemesis elizabeth hates him
more than ever it seems to gordy as though the whole world is against him will he
slip back into his old trouble making ways for good or will he be able to keep
growing into the successful person he was striving to become

As Ever, Gordy
1998-04-20

when sixteen year old cynda goes to stay with her father and his second wife
susan at their remote bed and breakfast inn in maine everything starts off well
despite legends about ghosts and a murder at the inn but cynda feels like a
visitor in dad s new life an outsider then intense handsome stranger vincent
morthanos arrives at the inn and seems to return cynda s interest at first she is
blind to the subtle insistent signs that vincent is not what he seems that he is in
fact a vampire can cynda free herself and her family from vincent s power before
it s too late full bodied characterizations and page turning suspense ensure that
this eerie riveting novel will appeal to middle school fans of mystery and horror

Look For Me By Moonlight
2008-09-08

florence looks forward to a new life with her great uncle and aunt at an old manor
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house but florence doesn t expect the ghost of her cousin sophia who concocts a
plan to use florence to help her achieve her murderous goals

The Ghost of Crutchfield Hall
2010

after ashley and kristi find an antique doll buried in old miss cooper s garden they
discover that they can enter a ghostly turn of the nineteenth century world by
going through a hole in the hedge

The Doll in the Garden
1989

from master of middle grade horror mary downing hahn a new thriller about
bravery unexpected friendship and sinister cats that will captivate readers with
its chilling mix of mystery and magic zoey loves spending the summer with her
aunt alice and her aunt s new house is the perfect place to cozy up with a good
book but she s unnerved by the overgrown forest next door which is creepy even
in the daytime and full of eerie sounds at night worse there are rumors in town of
a dark force in those woods and zoey can t deny that the wild black cats who live
there seem to be watching her when she encounters a mean old woman who
claims to be their owner zoey realizes there s more to the cats than meets the
eye but little does she know that the closer she comes to discovering their secret
the more danger she s in

The Thirteenth Cat
2021-09-07

at the same time that matt and parker find the body of the dead man in the creek
they recognize george evans the owner of the antique shop where parker s
mother works

The Dead Man in Indian Creek
2009-11-16

on a cold snowy night haswell magruder makes a decision that will have a
profound effect on his own life as well as the lives of all those he loves a wounded
confederate soldier appears at the family s virginia farm and haswell convinces
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his mother and sister to take the man in despite the certain repercussions if the
enemy yankees were to catch them in such a traitorous act unfortunately this is
precisely what happens setting off a horrific chain of events that leaves haswell s
mother dead and the farmhouse burned to the ground after leading his younger
sister to safety with relatives haswell sets out on his journey in search of his older
brother a confederate soldier his quest is also a passage into manhood as he
experiences the last bloody days of the civil war skillful storytelling well
developed characters and a fast paced plot distinguish this compelling family
story by an award winning author

Hear the Wind Blow
2003-05-19

from ghost story master mary downing hahn an assortment of eerie short stories
to thrill and chill young readers

The Puppet's Payback and Other Chilling Tales
2020-09

when travis and his sister corey learn that their grandmother s quiet vermont inn
has a history of ghost sightings they decide to do a little haunting of their own
before long their supernatural pranks are drawing tourists to the inn but travis
and corey soon find out that there are other ghosts at fox hill inn and their tricks
have awakened something dangerous and threatening it s up to these pranksters
to figure out how to lay to rest the ghosts they ve stirred a fresh take on haunted
houses mary downing hahn s entertaining spooky story pokes gentle fun at
charlatan ghost hunters while suggesting that ghosts are not to be trifled with

All the Lovely Bad Ones
2009

a chilling murder mystery lies at the heart of this page turning thriller about a
missing teacher small town secrets and turbulent tween friendships from master
of middle grade horror mary downing hahn when best friends abbi and skylar
witness a clandestine meeting between a mysterious woman and someone in a
dark van they re thrilled finally a mystery to spice up the summer who could
these people be why are they meeting are they spies criminals the two girls are
determined to find out but then a local woman goes missing and is found dead in
the woods and abbi and skylar realize that their detective work could hold the
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keys to solving her murder suddenly sleuthing isn t so fun anymore as tensions
rise and their friendship frays the girls find themselves in increasing danger and
must choose between keeping a secret or exposing a life altering truth

What We Saw
2022-09-06

a bewitched doll a vengeful spirit and a haunted mansion populate three
haunting tales from award winning author mary downing hahn spine chilling and
spooky these stories of the supernatural will thrill readers who love to be scared
just enough set during the flu epidemic of 1918 one for sorrow introduces annie a
new girl at school who is immediately claimed as best friend by elsie a tattletale a
liar and a thief soon annie makes other friends and finds herself joining them in
teasing and tormenting elsie elsie dies from influenza but then she returns to
reclaim annie s friendship and punish all the girls who bullied her in took a witch
called old auntie is lurking near dan s family s new home he doesn t believe in
her at first but is forced to accept that she is real and take action when his little
sister erica is took to become auntie s slave for the next fifty years the old willis
place follows diana and her little brother georgie who have been living in the
woods behind the old willis place a decaying victorian mansion for what already
seems like forever they aren t allowed to leave the property or show themselves
to anyone but when a new caretaker comes to live there with his young daughter
lissa diana is tempted to break the mysterious rules they live by and reveal
herself so she can finally have a friend somehow diana must get lissa s help if she
and georgie ever hope to release themselves from the secret that has bound
them to the old willis place for so long

A Ghostly Gathering
2018-07-24

when best friends abbi and skylar witness a clandestine meeting between a
mysterious woman and someone in a dark van they re thrilled finally a mystery to
spice up the summer who could these people be the two girls are determined to
find out bu

What We Saw
2023-09-12

as author jessica and artist daphne collaborate on a picture book for a seventh
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grade english class contest jessica becomes aware of conditions in daphne s
home life that seem to threaten her health and safety

If You Like You'll Love 12 Copy Shrinkwrap
Hodder Children's Books
1996-12-02

forced to accompany their parents on their honeymoon in spain new stepsisters
amy and felix find the animosity between them escalating especially when felix s
boasting about family wealth to grace the mysterious world traveler results in the
kidnapping of the girls and their younger brother

Daphne's Book
1995

although they share a love of poetry and problems with their parents a shy high
school senior s attraction to a popular classmate is tempered by her fear of his
moody self destructive side

The Spanish Kidnapping Disaster
1991-03-18

out of sight out of mind that s what tallahassee higgins s mother liz always says
about her ex boyfriends but now that tallahassee has been sent to live with her
aunt and uncle in maryland so liz can start a movie career in california the words
are taking on new meaning aunt thelma says that liz is gone for good but talley is
sure her mother will come for her so who cares if mean aunt thelma hates her if
she s failing sixth grade or if the kids at school think she s a liar it s not like she s
staying in maryland forever unless aunt thelma is right and liz isn t coming back

The Wind Blows Backward
1993

the acclaimed and award winning author of hear the wind blow pens a chilling
ghost story in the tradition of her most successful spine tingling novels the
intriguing characters frightening secrets and plot twists make this one of hahns
spookiest ghost stories
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Tallahassee Higgins
2007-02-19

questions sensitive and idealistic fifteen year old kelly mcallisterfeels at odds with
everyone around her her best friendhas suddenly turned boy crazy her talented
mothercreates greeting card designs instead of real art andher father never talks
to her about anything exceptworking hard and getting ahead that s why kelly
becomes so involved in the plight of ahomeless vietnam vet who takes refuge in
the libraryeach day interviewing him began as a social studiesproject but it takes
on new meaning after her offers offood and friendship backfire into a real disaster
what had the war done to destroy this man and whathad it done to her own
father who had been to thesame war and refuses to speak of it

The Old Willis Place
2007-08-20

December Stillness
1990-09-01
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